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Deep within the mind of Rick Sheridan is a mysterious being—a guardian of the Mindscape, the dimension that borders on the
minds of all intelligent life. And when Rick sleeps, the being walks—into Rick’s world, where this Sleepwalker continues his
noble mission to use his powers to strike fear in the hearts of Earthen evildoers everywhere!
Gamora collected the Infinity Stones and, determined to keep them, made one simple move that would change everything: She
folded the universe in half. In this universe of Gamora’s creation, incredible new heroes and villains exist unaware of their
warped origins—and caught up in all of it is Sleepwalker!
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the infinity stones. fragments that
predate the known universe. each,
somehow, holding mastery over
a singular aspect of the cosmos...

...and no
place.

soul.
reality.
the stones contain
curious terrain within.
and while it seems a
pointless exercise
to ask why these
strange, small
worlds exist...

mind.

power.

time.

space.

when united, all of existence becomes
malleable. the rules fall away and
nothing is impossible. no event...

inside the
power stone-the arena!

a realm of eternal contests
and champions. an otherworldly
proving ground for creation’s
most robust combatants.

to endure here, one must
possess great power.

. . .none
of them
are safe.

responsibility
is optional.

little
monster
smash you
all!

with them, she trapped
earth’s population inside
the soul stone, and
in doing so, severed
my connection to
the waking world of
man and my longtime
host, rick sheridan.

recently,
the stones
fell into the
hands of one
called gamora,
daughter of
the mad titan
thanos.

to free him, I have chosen
to navigate the stones
one by one—traversing the
infinity circuit to find my
way into this “soul world.”

but as I am
a creature of
the mind, I
find some of
the worlds
before me to
be…alien.

thus, I have enlisted dreamers
with a connection to both soul
world and other stones to anchor
me on this strange journey.

across this violent
landscape, I am
accompanied by--

banner?
damnation.
lost in
thought. and
now it would
seem, in all
this chaos...

…I have
misplaced
my guide.

where
are you,
banner?

your world-all worlds-are in danger. we
cannot afford
detours-lost,
weakling?

who--

